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We experimentally demonstrate the possibility of tuning the frequency of a laser pulse via the use 

of an Airy pulse-seeded soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS). The intrinsically asymmetric nature 

of Airy pulses, typically featured by either leading or trailing oscillatory tails (relatively to the 

main lobe), is revealed through the nonlinear generation of both a primary and a secondary 

Raman SSFS, a phenomenon which is driven by the soliton fission processes. The resulting 

frequency shift can be carefully controlled by using time-reversed Airy pulses or alternatively, by 
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applying an offset to the cubic phase modulation used to generate the pulses. When compared 

with the use of conventional chirped Gaussian pulses, our technique brings about unique 

advantages in terms of both efficient frequency tuning and feasibility, along with the generation 

and control of multi-color Raman solitons with enhanced tunability. Our theoretical analysis well 

agrees with our experimental observations. 

PACS number(s): 42.81.Dp, 42.65.Dr, 42.65.Re 

 

 

Airy pulses are ubiquitous in dispersive optical systems. Such pulses, whose temporal field 

envelope is described by an Airy function, can be formed by virtue of a cubic spectral phase 

imposed via either third order dispersion [1] or a pulse shaper. Their asymmetric pulse profiles 

lead to a variety of applications such as the generation of broadband spectra [2] and coherent 

control [3]. Airy pulses have attracted increasing attention since their unique dynamics including 

dispersion-free propagation and self-healing was uncovered in optics [4], finding inspiration from 

the world of quantum mechanics [5]. As a result, it has been possible, for example, to construct 

linear spatiotemporal optical bullets [6]. Extensive theoretical and numerical studies have been 

devoted to the study of the linear and nonlinear dynamics of these pulses under second or/and 

third order dispersion with or without the presence of a Kerr nonlinearity [7, 8], as well as to the 

understanding of their interaction with solitons [9]. However, the experimental investigation of 

Airy pulses, with a view to elucidate their advantages with respect to conventional 

Gaussian-based pulses, is still relatively unexplored. The peculiar feature of Airy pulses is that 

their linear dynamics is exactly coded on their spectral phase, i.e., the cubic term [10], a feature 

that introduces additional controlling freedom. Nevertheless, such control is rarely applied in a 

practical framework, particularly under the influence of the higher order nonlinearities commonly 
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seen in fiber or integrated optics [11, 12]. Among those nonlinearities, stimulated Raman 

scattering (SRS) is the most fundamental, as it may play a critical role in many of the nonlinear 

phenomena occurring in fibers or waveguides. SRS brings asymmetric (in time) pulse dynamics 

strongly related to its temporally retarded nonlinear response, which enables a continuous 

downshift of the carrier frequency of a decelerating fundamental optical soliton – or in other 

terms, a soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) [13]. Since Airy pulses exhibit asymmetric temporal 

shapes, they may show versatile behaviors when paired with the (intrinsically) asymmetric 

Raman response. For example, Airy or Airy-like beams [4,14,15] have been investigated under 

the effect of a non-symmetric (in space) diffusion effect in a photorefractive crystal [16], or under 

the non-symmetric boundary condition induced by a highly non-local nonlinearity [17]. Moreover, 

exploiting these pulses in conjunction with SRS will not only be beneficial towards controlling 

the SSFSs, but may also pave the way toward improving existing applications [2,3,11] or even 

open up new opportunities for controlling other nonlinear phenomena, such as four wave mixing 

and coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering. 

In this Letter, we study the SSFS initiated by suitably pre-shaped Airy pulses in fibers. The 

Airy asymmetric features are not only shown by the overall shape exhibiting a decaying 

oscillatory tail, but also by the asymmetric main lobe. Therefore, under the influence of the 

(delayed) Raman response, the generation of Raman solitons from the main lobe and their 

subsequent interaction with the Airy tails behave quite differently depending on whether the Airy 

pulses are featured by a leading or a trailing tail. In our experiments, we propose a convenient 

way to control the SSFS by means of a suitable linear chirp applied to the pulse. Such pre-chirp is 

imposed at the input for both tail-leading and trailing Airy pulses, and the results are compared 

with the case of a pre-chirped Gaussian-like pulse, showing significant advantages. Finally, we 

also discuss how Airy pulses may enable the generation and control of multi-color Raman 
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solitons. 

In Figure 1(a) we present a typical Airy pulse with an oscillating tail in its fast edge. The 

associated main lobe has an asymmetric shape, exhibiting a peak power value at the time t=tp. In 

practice, the most convenient and feasible way to generate ultrashort Airy pulses is by modulating 

the spectrum of a transform-limited pulse through a cubic spectral phase, i.e., exp[i(f-f0)3/(3σ3)], 

where f is the frequency, f0 is the center frequency and σ measures the modulation depth, with a 

positive (negative) value corresponding to tail-trailing (-leading) Airy pulses, respectively. The 

parameter σ also controls the degree of asymmetry of the main lobe. Providing that Amain is 

defined by the fraction of the power in the main lobe at t<tp, and assuming a Gaussian-shaped 

spectrum, one can estimate that the value of Amain should be in the range between 0.4 and 0.5, 

where the lower limit corresponds to an infinite Airy pulse, while the upper one belongs to the 

case of a time symmetric Gaussian pulse. Once the overall shape of the Airy pulses is taken into 

account, a larger asymmetry degree can be introduced, particularly by employing an additional 

linear chirp, as shown in Fig. 1(b), where the Airy tails merge into the main lobe. Such a chirp 

can be simply and proportionally obtained by offsetting the cubic phase term by the quantity fd, 

through the term exp[i(f-f0-fd)3/(3σ3)]. In this way, a quadratic spectral phase modulation equal to 

exp(iCf2), where the linear chirp parameter C=-fd/σ3, is equivalently introduced. The degree of 

temporal asymmetry (now re-defined in terms of the fraction of the power in the whole pulse at 

t<tp and labeled as Awhole) can reach values above 80%, and its range of variation is also increased, 

e.g., between 0.5 and 0.9 in the case of a 4-nm bandwidth spectrum with a cubic phase of 

σ=-0.2THz, as it is shown in Fig. 1(c). Different values of the bandwidth or σ are expected to 

give similar results, because of the scaling properties of Airy pulses. 

The generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation [18] was employed to analyze the 
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propagation of Airy pulses in a large effective area fiber (LEAF) (see Methods in [19]). Figures 

2(a) and 2(b) show typical examples of the nonlinear propagation of two time-reversed Airy 

pulses from numerical simulations with parameters that exactly match the following experiments. 

For such a tail-leading Airy pulse (whose main lobe has a fast leading edge and a slow trailing 

edge, see Fig. 1(a)), the first generated Raman soliton captures a significant amount of energy due 

to its relatively longer interaction with the main lobe, a fact that hampers the possibility of 

generating a secondary Raman soliton [Fig. 2(a)]. Furthermore, the generated soliton 

continuously slows down upon propagation, and it never meets the input oscillatory Airy tail. In 

this case, the SSFS process is mostly influenced by the main input lobe. If we now consider the 

case of a tail-trailing Airy pulse, the first Raman soliton experiences a shorter interaction with the 

main lobe [Fig. 2(b)], thus gaining less energy, which allows the generation of a secondary 

Raman soliton, excited by the remainder of the input Airy pulse. Besides the influence that is 

exerted by the main lobe, the Raman soliton in Fig. 2(b) will eventually overlap with the Airy tail, 

and thus gain further energy by means of their nonlinear interaction [20]. The simulated output 

spectra for a 625-m-long fiber are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for a cubic phase with |σ| = 

0.2THz, also revealing the secondary Raman soliton generated in the presence of a tail-trailing 

Airy pulse.  

In order to confirm our simulations, we performed the experiment using the setup described 

in [10], where a pulse from a fiber laser successively passes through a wave shaper and an 

amplifier. Besides, a fiber-based polarizer, a 10/90 coupler and a power meter were employed to 

make sure that the polarization and the average power of the pulse with a 4nm bandwidth are 

always the same at the input of a LEAF fiber spool (from Corning, 625 m long). Figures 2(e) and 

2(f) plot the measured output spectra. The secondary Raman soliton generation is evident for the 
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tail-trailing case, but it is suppressed for the tail-leading case, a fact which well agrees with our 

numerical simulations, although some unavoidable discrepancies caused by the propagation of 

the pulses from the fiber laser into the wave shaper and amplifier, are certainly present. Such a 

difference associated with the secondary Raman soliton generation is more pronounced for longer 

propagation distances (see the additional measurements presented in [19] and Fig. 3). On the 

contrary, the SSFS associated with the primary Raman soliton for the tail-trailing Airy pulse is 

relatively smaller, indicating that less power is consumed in the main lobe, also in agreement 

with our expectations. However, additional and somehow surprising experimental evidence 

shows that the primary Raman SSFS can also be larger if proper (i.e., longer) Airy tails are 

employed, as a result of a larger energy transfer via the nonlinear interaction.  

While these results are certainly interesting on a fundamental point of view, the most 

important consequences come in terms of applications, such as the improvement of the 

performance of fiber Raman Amplifiers [21] and the implementation of novel spectroscopy 

sources. Up to date, Gaussian-like input pulses are typically used to induce frequency conversion 

via the SSFS by employing a linear chirp [22].  

In what follows, we propose to use a similar method to obtain tunable SSFS via Airy pulses. 

The peak power of an Airy pulse at the input can be typically adjusted by altering the offset, as 

shown in Fig. 1(c). In order to obtain a quite large frequency shift, particularly for the secondary 

Raman soliton, a longer LEAF fiber spool (6 km) is employed. In the first set of experiments, we 

use a cubic phase with σ = -0.2THz to produce an Airy pulse with a leading oscillatory edge. The 

average input power was set at 18 mW. By altering the offset fd of the cubic phase, different 

SSFSs could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(a), where the whole pattern is almost symmetric 

with respect to the linear chirp C: larger SSFSs are obtained for larger peak powers related to the 
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values of C of Fig. 1(c). Near the region where C=0, it is relatively difficult to generate additional 

solitons, since the first soliton consumes a significant amount of energy from the main input lobe. 

The secondary Raman soliton appearing for large values of C is caused by the merging of the 

main lobe with the sub-lobes, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, the dynamics of such a chirped 

Airy pulse is similar to that reported in Fig. 2(b) for the tail-trailing Airy pulse. Unlike the 

primary Raman soliton, the secondary one can now shift to longer wavelengths when C is set 

further away from zero, as the asymmetric shape tends to allow more power involved in the 

secondary soliton fission process. Eventually, the frequency shift of the secondary soliton will 

decrease with increasing C, as a result of a longer input pulse duration (in turn leading to a lower 

peak power).  

Next, we changed the sign of σ and performed another set of experiments for a pulse 

featuring a trailing tail. The corresponding results are summarized in Fig. 3(b). With the same 

input average power as before (18 mW), two Raman solitons (primary and secondary) are now 

clearly emerging for a large range of offsets, in agreement with our predictions. Contrary to the 

previous case (i.e., an Airy pulse with a leading tail), the dependence of the primary SSFS on the 

chirping parameter C is of non-smooth nature. In the experiments, the nonlinear interaction 

between the Raman soliton and the trailing tails may not be perfectly symmetric with respect to 

the parameter C, owing to the non-ideality of the experimentally generated Airy pulses (as a 

consequence of the noise introduced by the set-up). Therefore, fluctuations appear on the spectral 

pattern. The “smoothness” of the SSFS dependence on C, an important parameter towards 

practical applications, can be improved by using a larger input average power, e.g. 22 mW, as 

shown in Fig. 3(c). From these two results, one can infer that the energy gain from the Airy tails 

could be comparable with the one directly extracted from the main lobe in the lower power level 
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case. Moreover, this gain is effectively able to slow-down the decay of the SSFS, which would 

otherwise follow from the decrease in the input peak power. Therefore, the pattern in Fig. 3(b) 

looks slightly broader and flatter than that of Fig. 3(a). Such an effect is more apparent for higher 

input powers [Fig. 3(c)]. 

Let us consider now the standard case of a Gaussian pulse. Here, we directly use a linear 

chirp, i.e., exp(iCf2), to modulate the input pulse for a suitable frequency tuning. In practice, 

different quadratic phases have to be imposed to induce different degrees of chirp C. Such a 

process is clearly much more cumbersome if compared to the simple method previously proposed 

(shift of the cubic phase applied to Airy pulses in function of frequency). Moreover, the nearly 

transform-limited symmetric pulse is affected by dispersion, thus leading to a narrower shape of 

the frequency-tuning pattern [Fig. 3(d)] than that presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In addition, the 

frequency tuning in Fig. 3(d) is not as smooth as the one in Fig. 3(a). This is due to the fact that 

the pulse is basically associated to the overall spectrum, rather than to a fraction of it as it is the 

case for the main lobe of an Airy pulse [23], which thus makes it more susceptible to 

inhomogeneities or noise-like fluctuations of the spectrum.  

From the results above, one can also envisage the possibility to generate and control 

multi-color Raman solitons, which could lead to a useful light source for fluorescence 

microscopy [24], on top of possible telecom applications. For example, two Raman solitons can 

be simultaneously obtained by using the tail-trailing Airy pulse around C=0. The wavelength of 

these pulses can be tuned by varying the input power, as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, since the 

secondary soliton is generated from a relatively small portion of the main lobe for both the 

chirped and non-chirped cases, as inferred from Fig. 1(c), the wavelength difference between the 

secondary and primary solitons remains always large. Fortunately, by employing chirped 

tail-leading Airy pulses, it is possible to reduce this wavelength difference by exploiting a larger 
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input asymmetry, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Considering for instance, a linear chirp around C=27ps2 

with a cubic phase of σ=-0.2THz, the frequency shift as a function of the input power is 

presented in Fig. 4(b), where the two Raman shifts become closer in wavelength, and a third one 

starts to appear for an input power of 35 mW. Indeed, more than two Raman solitons can be 

controlled in this way. Figure 4(c) shows a numerical example corresponding to the generation of 

multi-color Raman solitons from a tail-leading Airy pulse (in the case of a sufficiently high input 

power), where it is possible to tune the frequency spacing among the solitons by simply altering 

the offset of the cubic phase. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the effective control of SSFS and multicolor Raman 

soliton generation via the use of Airy pulses in fibers. The different dynamics of two inputs with 

time-reversed shapes are discussed. We found that on the one hand, Raman solitons are chiefly 

influenced by the main lobe for the tail-leading Airy pulses, while on the other hand, they tend to 

gain energy from the subsequent interaction with the Airy tails in the case of a tail-trailing pulse. 

We also note that the generation of a secondary Raman soliton is more difficult in the first case. 

In our experiment, we proposed a complementary approach to control the Raman frequency shift 

by altering the offset of the cubic phase applied to the pulses. In addition, we demonstrated the 

possibility to employ the offset for controlling the spectral position of multi-color Raman solitons 

in the case of tail-leading Airy pulses. The frequency change as a function of the linear chirp for 

Airy pulses has advantages in terms of both feasibility and tuning when compared to the use of 

standard time symmetric Gaussian-like pulses, leading to a smoother control of the frequency 

shift. Finally, our method can be also applied for investigating the dynamics of other kinds of 

self-accelerating pulses that can be conveniently engineered through changing the spectral phase 

and amplitude [23]. These studies will bring about new possibilities for effective frequency 
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tuning of Raman solitons, an important property towards practical application for a host of key 

technologies ranging from optical communications, metrology, spectroscopy to bio-photonics, 

and may also promote the studies of Airy or Airy-like pulses in other nonlinear optical systems. 
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) and (b) show the typical shape of a non-chirped and a chirped Airy pulse, 

respectively; (c) asymmetry degree (Awhole) and peak power for the Airy pulse shown in (a) 

resulting from different linear chirps, where C is a chirp parameter defined in the text. 
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FIG. 2 (color online). Theoretical (top four panels) and experimental (two bottom panels) results 

showing the SSFSs associated to tail-leading (left) and tail-trailing (right) asymmetric Airy pulses. 

(a, b) show the nonlinear propagation and the insets plot the profiles of the inputs for each case. 

(c, d) and (e, f) show the simulated and the experimental output spectra, respectively, for both 

input Airy pulses propagating along a 625-meter-long LEAF fiber. The red dotted curves in (d, f) 

are the copies of the corresponding primary SSFS from (c, e), allowing for a better comparison 

between the two cases. 
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FIG. 3 (color online). Experimental observations of the dependence of the Raman soliton 

self-frequency shift upon the linear pre-chirp coefficient C, obtained by using a tail-leading (a) 

and a tail-trailing (b, c) Airy pulse, respectively, for different input powers. In (d) a Gaussian-like 

pulse is presented for comparison. Each spectral pattern is obtained by imposing different linear 

chirps at the input. The white circles in (b) and (c) trace out the peak of the primary SSFS of 

tail-leading Airy pulses for 18 mW and 22 mW input powers, respectively. 
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a, b) Experimental results showing the power-dependent control of 

multi-color Raman soliton generation via the use of a non-chirped tail-trailing Airy pulse (a) and 

of a chirped tail-leading Airy pulse (b), respectively. (c) Simulation results showing SSFS tuning 

obtained by applying a linear chirp C to the tail-leading Airy pulse.  


